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ABSTRACT

We introduce VOCALExplore, a system designed to support users

in building domain-specific models over video datasets. VOCALEx-

plore supports interactive labeling sessions and trains models using

user-supplied labels. VOCALExplore maximizes model quality by

automatically deciding how to select samples based on observed

skew in the collected labels. It also selects the optimal video repre-

sentations to use when training models by casting feature selection

as a rising bandit problem. Finally, VOCALExplore implements

optimizations to achieve low latency without sacrificing model per-

formance. We demonstrate that VOCALExplore achieves close to

the best possible model quality given candidate acquisition func-

tions and feature extractors, and it does so with low visible latency

(∼1 second per iteration) and no expensive preprocessing.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Increasingly many scientific domains rely on video data, which

is information dense and relatively easy to collect. Powerful li-

braries [5, 9, 16, 32] and data management systems [6, 7, 24, 33]

exist to support users in storing and querying this video data. A key

problem, however, is that those systems assume the user is already

familiar with their data and, typically, already has one or more

machine learning (ML) models to extract the desired information.

In speaking with scientists at the University of Washington, we find

that this is frequently not the case. Instead, scientists collect data
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en masse, but then struggle to explore it, understand it, build ML

models for it, and finally use it to answer their scientific questions.

Consider, for example, a scientist who wishes to understand the

behavior of animals in the wild using collars outfitted with cameras

(we expand this example in Section 2.1). These cameras may easily

produce terabytes of data. Because scientists mainlywant to identify

activities (as opposed to species, a well-understood problem [8]),

there exists no off-the-shelf, pretrained model that can be used to

extract meaningful data from this dataset. To develop a domain-

specific model, scientists first need to familiarize themselves with

their data and develop a vocabulary of activities within.

Existing tools do not adequately aid users in early data explo-
ration—especially users who are not experts in ML—despite this be-

ing a critically-important piece of end-to-end data management. Ex-

isting video browsing systems [22, 39] focus on known-item search,
which presumes the user already knows what they are looking for

and do not support building a domain-specific model. Lancet [52]

proposes to support users in building models over unstructured

data by combining active learning with embedding training. How-

ever, their technique requires knowledge of ML tuning to achieve

good performance on an arbitrary dataset, and it requires repeated,

expensive processing over the dataset as the embedding is updated.

In this paper, we present the design, implementation, and evalu-

ation of VOCALExplore, a system that fills this gap and supports

users with early video data exploration, labeling, and model build-

ing. It is a part of our larger VOCAL system [13]. In our example,

the user only needs to point VOCALExplore at their data and they

can immediately begin exploration. Immediate interactivity is a key

goal of VOCALExplore. The user only invests more effort as they

see results, which is important for new domains when the user may

be uncertain about the labels they wish to use and whether a good

model is even possible for their data and desired labels. A key contri-

bution of VOCALExplore is to support such initial exploration with

a “pay-as-you-go” design, which avoids expensive preprocessing

phases. Instead, VOCALExplore processes data incrementally as the

user explores it and provides increasingly accurate results as users

put more effort towards exploration and labeling. VOCALExplore

enables an iterative workflow: At each step, the user either specifies

which video segments they want to view or lets the system select

video segments. As they watch videos, they can choose to annotate

them with new or existing labels. When VOCALExplore chooses

video segments for the user to view and label, it samples them in

a way that yields good model quality, while avoiding extra costs
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when not necessary. VOCALExplore also decides which feature

representation to use for the given data. Finally, VOCALExplore

does the above while hiding all significant sources of user-visible

latency, providing fast response times to data exploration requests.

There are several challenges in designing a system like VOCAL-

Explore. First, VOCALExplore brings together techniques from

across the ML community that are required to support end-to-end

video data exploration and model building—from video sampling to

feature extraction to building models on video data. VOCALExplore

combines these into a system wrapped behind a data exploration

interface, which does not require any ML knowledge or tuning

from the user, nor any expensive preprocessing steps.

Second, we design VOCALExplore as a pay-as-you-go system: it

receives user input incrementally and must produce results incre-

mentally as well, all without long preprocessing phases, to support

low-latency data exploration. At each iteration, VOCALExplore

must decide which video segments the user should label next and

how to train the best model on top of these labels. While the ML

community has proposed many active learning acquisition func-

tions [42], there is evidence that no one technique is the best, and

they often perform no better than random sampling as shown

in [25] as well as in our evaluation (Figure 4). Further, active learn-

ing functions are more expensive than random sampling because

they require preprocessing the dataset. To address this challenge,

our system dynamically selects either random sampling or an active

learning function based on observed class imbalance in the dataset.

VOCALExplore always starts with random sampling because it is

expected to perform well over uniform datasets, and it requires no

preprocessing. It then switches to more expensive active learning if

it observes sufficient skew in the labels. When it switches to active

learning, VOCALExplore incrementally processes videos to build a

candidate set over which the active learning algorithm can execute,

again avoiding an expensive preprocessing step.

While it is common today to train video models using pretrained

models as feature extractors, there is a lack of research exploring

how to choose the best one for a new dataset. Therefore, before

we begin to train a domain-specific model using the user provided

labels, we are faced with the technical challenge of deciding which

pretrained feature extractor to use. We show that the accuracy of

domain-specific models depends on the chosen feature extractor.

To address this challenge, VOCALExplore starts with a set of candi-

date pretrained models to be used as feature extractors. It frames

feature selection as a rising bandit [28] problem to dynamically con-

verge on the best features for a given dataset during early labeling

iterations—again avoiding a separate feature selection phase—and

instead integrating feature selection into the data exploration pro-

cess. Note that we use the term “feature selection” to denote picking

a feature extractor, rather than selecting a subset of a feature vector.

The third challenge is supporting the described functionality

with low user-visible latency to make the system interactive. VO-

CALExplore relies on many tasks that have non-trivial latency (e.g.,

extracting feature embeddings from encoded videos), and naive

strategies to minimize latency risk hurting model performance (e.g.,

eliminating model training latency by making predictions using

a model trained many iterations ago). VOCALExplore addresses

this challenge by using idle time to perform tasks while the user is

occupied labeling videos. While the idea of leveraging background

processing is not new, the key contribution of this paper lies in

identifying which tasks to execute in the background and when to

launch them in order to achieve a model quality that is as similar

as possible to a serial execution of all tasks, all while maximally

reducing user-visible latency.

In summary, VOCALExplore makes the following contributions:

We design a video data exploration and labeling system that brings

together state-of-the-art MLmethods and wraps themwith a simple

data exploration interface that does not require any ML knowledge

from users (Section 2). We develop an Active Learning Manager

(ALM) that produces high-quality models by dynamically selecting

the appropriate acquisition function and best feature extractor for

each dataset (Section 3). We develop a Task Scheduler to ensure

VOCALExplore produces high-quality models without significant

user-visible latency (Section 4).

We evaluate VOCALExplore on standard and domain-specific

datasets (Table 1). Our experiments show that VOCALExplore can

achieve model performance that matches the best combination

of acquisition function and feature with no preprocessing, and a

user-visible latency of less than one second per labeling iteration.

VOCALExplore does this while automatically deciding what fea-

tures to use and how to sample video segments to be labeled.

2 SYSTEM OVERVIEW

In this section, we present the API of VOCALExplore, user workflow,

and overall system architecture.

2.1 Motivating example

We first motivate VOCALExplore by describing the use case of the

ecologists we partnered with who study the behavior of deer in

the wild [15]. The scientists seek to understand how much time

the deer spend on different activities (e.g., eating or traveling). To

study these questions, the ecologists attached GoPro-style cameras

to collars on the deer. These cameras collected video data for two

weeks before the collars automatically fell off the deer.

Once the ecologists collected the cameras, they had access to a

large quantity of video data (1.4 TB across 800𝑘 video files) that,

were it labeled, would enable them to analyze their research ques-

tions. An ideal solution for these scientists would be to automati-

cally label the videos using a machine learning model. However, no

pretrained model exists for this domain-specific task. Therefore, the

ecologists manually labeled a sample of the videos by temporally

sampling video clips from the morning, midday, and evening, and

performed their analysis on top of these labeled samples [15].

Thismanual labeling process is tedious, and analyzing the labeled

samples is limiting, especially when the fraction of labeled data is

small. As an alternative, the scientists could havemanually trained a

domain-specificmodel. This is, however, challenging for the reasons

already enumerated, and because the scientists are not experts in

ML. Next, we describe how VOCALExplore supports scientists to

easily train a model over their videos.

2.2 API and user workflow

Workflow. Here we describe the high-level workflow users follow

when using VOCALExplore. Users load their video data by speci-

fying a set of video paths. Users can immediately start exploring
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and labeling their data because VOCALExplore performs no pre-

processing. During this exploration, VOCALExplore samples video

segments for the user to label. Initially, it randomly returns videos

for the user to explore. Once the user has provided some initial

labels (in the prototype, ≥5 labels), VOCALExplore additionally

returns the predicted labels for each produced video segment. At

any time, the user can view any subset of the video data together

with VOCALExplore’s predictions for those videos. The user can

provide corrected labels for any errors they notice.

API. The API of VOCALExplore is shown at the top of Figure 1.

Watch enables a user to view a video stream within a specified

time window. VOCALExplore returns a sequence of consecutive

video segments labeled with the activities that the system detects.

Initially, labels are null. Explore enables system-directed explo-

ration to efficiently build a high-quality domain-specific model.

VOCALExplore returns videos (along with their predictions) that

when labeled will most improve model performance. Explore op-

tionally takes a specific label that causes VOCALExplore to return

videos that will most improve its predictions for the specified class.

When a user views video segments they can add labels using the

AddLabel method.

2.3 System architecture

To enable the above workflow, VOCALExplore must support the

following functionalities: sample selection to produce video seg-

ments needing labels; model training and inference to produce

predictions for unlabeled videos; and feature extraction to produce

inputs to models. Figure 1 shows the architecture of VOCALExplore

that supports these functionalities. The Active Learning Manager
(ALM) performs sample selection, the Model Manager performs

model training and inference, and the Feature Manager performs

feature extraction. Additionally, VOCALExplore includes a Storage
Manager to manage metadata and intermediate results, and a Task
Scheduler (TS) to coordinate these components.

The ALM (Section 3) and TS (Section 4) are the the core contri-

butions of this paper. We defer a detailed discussion on them to the

following sections; here we outline how the components interact.

Storage Manager (SM). The SM stores and retrieves all persisted

data, which includes video metadata (e.g., path, duration, start time),

labels, features, and models. The SM uses off-the-shelf components.

Feature Manager (FM). The FM returns feature representations

of video segments. These features are used by the ALM for sample

selection as well as by theModel Manager for training and inference.

Features are represented by 𝑑-dimensional vectors in R𝑑 , and each

is associated with some time period (𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡, 𝑒𝑛𝑑) within a video.

Model Manager (MM). The MM trains models using the user-

specified labels and performs inference on these models to return

predictions. Given a video (vid), and time-interval [𝑡1, 𝑡2], the MM

outputs a probability distribution across possible labels for that

video segment. Our prototype MMmaintains one model per feature

extractor. The MM trains a new model whenever requested to do so

by the ALM and is non-blocking: while a new model is training, the

MM serves requests for labels using the previously trained model.

ALM. For each call to Explore, the ALM picks 𝐵 video segments,

each of duration 𝑡 , that the user should label next. The ALM in-

vokes the MM to provide predictions for the video segments being

returned. We further describe the ALM in Section 3.

TS. The TS coordinates the activities of the various managers to

ensure low-latency responses to user-initiated API calls while main-

taining high prediction quality. We describe the associated chal-

lenges and how the TS addresses them in Section 4.

3 ACTIVE LEARNING MANAGER

The Active Learning Manager (ALM) is a central component of

our system responsible for selecting the video segments that the

user should label. Recall that our system focuses on tasks where a

user wishes to label a small number of video segments to build a

model that can serve to label the rest of the video. The ALM must

address several challenges. Most importantly, our system’s goal is

to provide pay-as-you-go results: i.e., for each new batch of user

labels, the ALM strives to maximize model quality given the labels

collected so far. The ALM cannot rely on a long preprocessing phase

to accumulate a large number of labels or optimally select features

for a new domain. Instead, the ALM generalizes the problem of

active learning to not just choosing which video segments to la-

bel (and what method to use to perform that selection), but also

simultaneously choosing which features to use for a new domain.

The first subproblem of selecting segments to label is an active

learning problem. There are many proposed acquisition functions

in the active learning literature (e.g., [42]). Our goal is not to design

a new active learning algorithm, but to determine when the extra

cost is worthwhile in a data exploration system. Because random

sampling can achieve the best model quality in some settings [25]

and is less expensive, the first challenge the ALM addresses is

distinguishing between when random sampling is sufficient and

when an active learning acquisition function should be used for a

given dataset. The key idea behind our approach is for the ALM to

start with Random, observe the label distribution, and dynamically

switch to other acquisition functions if the evidence suggests that

active learning will outperform Random. Section 3.1 describes how

the ALM chooses between these functions.

The second subproblem is feature selection. Video models use

pretrained features as a starting point for new tasks. However,

choosing the appropriate pretrained model from which to extract

features is an open research question. We propose to dynamically

select features to use for a given dataset. The key idea of our ap-

proach is to use a rising bandit method to comparatively evaluate

feature quality during active learning as we describe further in Sec-

tion 3.2. In contrast with feature engineering approaches [26, 46, 50],

our problem is to produce a useful feature representation for the

unstructured video data in the user’s new domain rather than ma-

nipulating features to improve model performance.

Finally, the ALM solves both subproblems simultaneously. At

each step, it makes the best decision for each independently. How-

ever, the samples selected by the acquisition function affect model

performance (and therefore feature selection), and features affect

the performance of active learning sampling. The ALM handles this

interference by using decision methods that are tolerant to noise.

3.1 Acquisition function selection

We first discuss how the ALM solves the problem of acquisition

function selection, where the acquisition function determines which

video segments are selected to be labeled at any given iteration.
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Figure 1: VOCALExplore architecture. The Task Scheduler coordinates the activities of the various managers.

Problem. The ALM is given a set of video segments, 𝑣∈𝑉 . The
video segments depict various activities 𝑎∈𝐴, and these activities

may be skewed, meaning that some appear more frequently than

others. It is possible for a single video segment to contain multiple

activities, or no activities. We are also given a labeling budget, 𝐵,

which designates the number of video segments a user is willing to

label. This budget is incremental and is not fixed. For example, a

user may initially set 𝐵=20 and then give VOCALExplore another

𝐵=10 if they are willing to label more. The ALM uses the labels to

train a model𝑀 , which in the prototype is a linear model.

The ALM balances the two goals of maximizing model quality,

(G1), and producing pay-as-you-go results, (G2). ForG1, we consider

the average model quality across all classes the user has applied to

video segments. The prototype maximizes the macro F1 score of

the model, though other metrics could be used. For G2, the ALM

strives for interactivity and low latency in response to API calls by

avoiding expensive preprocessing steps that block user interactions.

3.1.1 Baselines. We consider the use of individual acquisition func-

tions as baselines. The relative performance of any acquisition

function depends on the dataset, but the cost of each function is

partially determined by the inputs the function requires (the other

component of cost is the processing done on top of the inputs).

The most naive strategy is Random, which randomly selects

the 𝐵 video segments. This is cheap because its inputs are video

metadata (e.g., duration) rather than features extracted from the

video frames. However, if the activities in the dataset are highly

skewed, then random sampling will not find many examples from

activities that rarely occur, which hurts G1 because the model will

perform poorly on these rare classes. Additionally, as we observe

experimentally, random sampling over skewed data causes the user

to label large amounts of the same activity type and very few rare

activities. We posit that having the user label more diverse activity

types is more in line with supporting users in early data exploration.

More sophisticated baselines use active learning techniques that

take as inputs features, and possibly model outputs. These strate-

gies require an expensive, one-time preprocessing step to extract

features from all of the video segments 𝑉 . Uncertainty-based tech-

niques additionally require performing inference over all 𝑣∈𝑉 . This

preprocessing hurts G2 because it results in a large amount of ini-

tial latency, even if the user only makes a small number of API

calls, and the feature extraction and inference tasks over all of the

videos result in high latency for API calls. However, active learn-

ing acquisition functions can improve model performance over

naive random sampling [41], especially for skewed datasets where

random sampling will have low label diversity.

3.1.2 Our approach (VE-sample). The ALM resolves these trade-

offs by casting acquisition function selection as a binary decision

between Random or an active learning-based acquisition function.

It dynamically switches to a more expensive active learning func-

tion only when it is expected to improve model performance and

label diversity. The ALM strategy, which we call VE-sample, ini-

tially uses random sampling to select the 𝐵 video segments to be

labeled because it is fast and requires no preprocessing (G2), and it

performs well for uniform datasets (G1). VE-sample dynamically

switches to active learning if it observes skew in the labels it col-

lects. This results in better label diversity for the user and, more

importantly, improves model performance on rare classes (G1).

When our prototype switches to active learning it uses cluster-

margin sampling [12] which combines uncertainty and diversity

sampling. Our prototype also implements the greedy coresets algo-

rithm [41] (Coreset), which is a density-based acquisition function

that has been shown to work well in a batch-labeling setting and

is designed to find diverse examples. By default the ALM uses

Cluster-Margin sampling for active learning because in our ex-

periments it always performs at least as well as Coreset.

To decide whether the labels are sufficiently skewed to switch

to active learning, VE-sample uses the k-sample Anderson-Darling

test [40] which is a statistical test for comparing discrete distribu-

tions. VE-sample compares the label distribution observed so far

to a baseline uniform distribution and switches to active learning

when 𝑝≤0.001. We use this small p-value because the label distri-

bution is initially noisy when there are a small number of labels.

We want to switch away from random sampling only when we are

highly confident that the distribution is in fact skewed.

Other statistical tests are possible. For example, we could also

say that a dataset is skewed if the imbalance ratio [34] (i.e., the

ratio between the frequency of the majority and minority classes)

is large. If there are 𝑘 classes, and the multinomial distribution

has parameters 𝑝 ∈ Δ𝑘 = {𝑝 ∈ R𝑘+ :

∑︁𝑘
𝑖=1 𝑝𝑖 = 1}, we can say a

distribution 𝑝 is skewed if min𝑖 𝑝𝑖 <
1

𝑚𝑘
for some multiplicative

threshold𝑚.𝑚 is a lower bound on the imbalance ratio because the

majority class must have frequency ≥ 1/𝑘 . For this frequency-based
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approach we set the p-value to be equal to an upper bound on the

probability of incorrectly classifying a dataset as skewed. Details of

how this bound is derived are described in our extended technical

report [14]. The benefit of using the frequency test is that its p-

value will not grow smaller solely based on an increasing number

of data points if the dataset is not perfectly balanced. Whereas

the Anderson-Darling test will return a small p-value for slight

class imbalances (e.g., 51% class A and 49% class B) given sufficient

labels, the frequency test with high probability will not detect this

as skewed even in the limit of infinite labels. We show in Section 5.2

that this frequency-based test matches the F1 scores achieved when

we use the Anderson-Darling test.

Interestingly, we empirically find that the VE-sample approach

has the additional effect of producing a more diverse set of video

segments for the user to label, compared with using random sam-

pling alone. A diverse labeled set benefits model performance, but

it also makes the labeling task more interesting for the user. Given

𝑛𝑎, 𝑎 ∈ 𝐴, the number of labels for each activity type, we measure

label diversity as 𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥=
max𝑎∈𝐴 𝑛𝑎∑︁

𝑎∈𝐴 𝑛𝑎
, which represents the fraction

of labels that come from the most-seen activity. A lower 𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥 indi-

cates a higher diversity of labels. Other measures are possible.

Finally, the ALM addresses G2 by incrementally processing

videos. The ALM extracts features from labeled videos to train mod-

els, and from sampled videos to make predictions, so the amount

of processing is proportional to the amount of user interaction. For

Random, this requires only processing the videos that contain the 𝐵

video segments returned from Explore. However, whenVE-sample

switches to active learning, the active learning algorithm requires a

set of candidate features. The ALM balances active learning quality

and visible latency through a hyperparameter,𝑋 . When VE-sample

is using active learning and the user requests 𝐵 video segments

from Explore, VE-sample ensures this set contains features from

𝑋 additional videos. We evaluate the impact of the choice of 𝑋

on both latency and model quality in Section 5. As described in

Section 4, the Task Scheduler hides the latency of this incremental

processing so it does not affect interactivity.

3.2 Feature extractor selection

As discussed, VOCALExplore uses pretrained image and video mod-

els as feature extractors because they have a favorable cost/quality

tradeoff (model inference is highly optimized on GPUs), and pre-

trained models are commonly used to initialize domain-specific

models [18]. The MM trains one model per candidate feature.

3.2.1 Problem. We observe that the performance of feature extrac-

tors varies depending on the dataset and task. As shown in Figure 5,

some feature extractors perform much better than others on a given

dataset, and the best feature varies across datasets.

The ALM is responsible for finding a feature extractor that leads

to high-quality models when trained over the user-provided labels.

Each feature extractor takes as input one or more frames and out-

puts a feature vector. The problem that the ALM solves is as follows:

when starting with pixel data and multiple candidate feature ex-

tractors, how should it pick the extractor whose outputs lead to

the highest model quality for the given domain. This is in contrast

to traditional feature engineering techniques [26, 46, 50] that take

as input features applicable to the domain and attempt improve

model quality by transforming these input features. By default,

VOCALExplore uses a pool of video and image pretrained models

as candidate feature extractors (Table 2) with differing architectures

and pretraining, making some models better suited for adapting to

a new domain than others. For example, CLIP is an image classifica-

tion model, and we observe its features perform better on datasets

where activities can be determined by looking at individual frames

(e.g., K20 in Table 1). To extract features for a particular video, the

FM performs inference on sampled clips or frames (for video or

image models, respectively) to extract feature vectors. Each feature

vector is associated with a feature ID, video ID, and some time span

corresponding to the input frame(s): (𝑓 𝑖𝑑, 𝑣𝑖𝑑, 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡, 𝑒𝑛𝑑, 𝑣𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 ).
The ALM must pick a feature to use at each step when it returns

predictions for video clips because the feature determines which

model is used tomake predictions. The ALMmust also pick a feature

to use if VE-sample uses active learning (see Section 3.1). Picking a

feature that performs poorly leads to incorrect predictions, and, in

the case of active learning, suboptimal clip sampling. Therefore, the

ALM dynamically selects the features to use based on the empirical

performance on each dataset.

3.2.2 Naive strategies. A first naive strategy is to concatenate all

of the possible features into a single feature vector. However, this

requires a large amount of compute resources to extract all features

from all videos (as shown by the latency of the VE-lazy (PP) strat-

egy in Figure 8). Further, we do not observe an improvement in

performance over the best single feature, as shown in Figure 5.

A second naive strategy would be at each step to use the feature

that is performing best. At each step, the ALM could extract all pos-
sible features from all labeled video clips, and then train a different

model for each feature. It would pick the feature that empirically

performs best. This second strategy is also inefficient because it

requires extraction, training, and evaluation for every feature.

3.2.3 Bandit strategies. While the ALM initially must explore all

possible feature extractors as in the second naive strategy, we want

to quickly converge on one of the best ones. Once a feature is

picked, all compute resources can be dedicated to extracting just

that feature from the remaining video segments, and models are

only trained using that feature. The problem then becomes how to

converge on one of the best features. On the surface, this appears

to be a problem that can be solved by Multi-Armed Bandit (MAB)

approaches: each feature extractor is an arm, model performance is

the reward, and we want to exploit the feature extractors that lead

to the best model performance. However, MAB techniques assume

stationary reward distributions (i.e., the reward for pulling an arm

is independent of the number of times that arm is pulled). This is

not true for our use case because model performance is expected

to improve as the amount of training data increases. If a feature

performs poorly in early rounds, we do not want to eliminate it

solely based on early performance values because it is possible that

it will improve once there are more labels.

Our setting is that of Rising Bandits [28]. Rising Bandits do not

assume that the rewards for each arm are stationary; rather, they

are assumed to be increasing in a concave manner as the arm is

pulled. Under these assumptions, the expected performance of each

arm after some number of examples can be bounded, and arms can
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be eliminated when the upper bound on their expected reward is

lower than the lower bound for some other arm.

The original Rising Bandit algorithm [28] that the ALM adapts

works as follows: The algorithm proceeds in a series of rounds. At

each step, it computes the current model quality for each candidate

feature. Then, it computes lower (𝑙𝑓 ) and upper (𝑢𝑓 ) bounds for the

expected performance after 𝑇 timesteps. The lower bound is taken

to be the current value because we assume the quality increases

over time. The upper bound (𝑢𝑓 = 𝑙𝑓 +𝜔 𝑓 ×(𝑇 −𝑡)) is taken to be the
lower bound plus some delta computed as slope (𝜔 𝑓 ) multiplied by

the number of remaining timesteps (𝑇 − 𝑡), which is a linearization

at the current time 𝑡 step evaluated at 𝑇 . Because of the concavity

assumption, the linearization is an upper bound on the true reward.

Finally, features are eliminated when their upper bounds are below

the lower bound of any other feature. Note that the algorithm from

[28] was proposed in a different setting from ours and thus the

guarantees do not directly transfer. In particular, the “reward” in

our setting is the performance of the chosen arm with 𝑇 points,

while the “reward” in [28] is the performance of the chosen arm

with however many points were allocated to that arm.

3.2.4 VOCALExplore adaptations to Rising Bandits. The ALMmust

resolve three challenges before applying the Rising Bandit frame-

work. First, measured model performance is noisy. While it is ex-

pected to increase on average over time, individual time steps may

have a decrease in performance if the added labels temporarily

make it more challenging for the model to distinguish classes. Sec-

ond, measured model performance is not guaranteed to increase

in a concave manner because the training set grows over time and

because the ALM may switch to active learning from random sam-

pling. Finally, the user does not initially have a labeled validation

set, but the ALM still must reliably estimate model performance.

To resolve the first challenge of noisy performance data, the

ALM performs smoothing on top of the measured values. The goal

is to capture the trends in performance but avoid any temporary

spikes or dips. The prototype uses exponential weighted moving

average (EWMA) smoothing, but other techniques are possible. The

prototype also waits 10 iterations before beginning feature selection

because model performance is particularly noisy in early iterations

when there are a small number of labels.

To resolve the second challenge of non-concave performance

increases, the ALM uses the proposed solution from the Rising Ban-

dits algorithm [28]. Recall that the algorithm computes the upper

bound using the slope to estimate the value after some number

of steps into the future. Rather than computing the upper bound

using a slope over the current and immediately previous timesteps

𝑡 and 𝑡−1, the ALM computes a smooth growth rate over a larger

window of size 𝐶: 𝑡 and 𝑡−𝐶 .
To resolve the final challenge of the lack of a validation set, the

ALM estimates the performance of features using cross-validation.

The ALM creates three train/test splits over the labels it has col-

lected so far and averages the performance across these splits.While

training and evaluating multiple models is more expensive than

evaluating a single model over a held out validation set, the ALM

only does this at the start of exploration when there are a small

number of labels until it picks the best feature (which usually re-

quires fewer than 150 labels in our experiments). Training linear

models with a small number of examples is fast, so the additional

overhead is limited. The prototype only evaluates k-fold validation

over classes with at least three labeled instances to ensure each

class is present in each training and test split.

While the original algorithm in [28] evaluates one arm at each

time step, our modified algorithm evaluates all candidate features

at each time step because the new labels provided by the user can

be used to update the model for all features.

3.2.5 Hyperparameter setting. The hyperparameters the ALM uses

for feature selection are: 𝐶 (slope smoothing window), 𝑇 (timestep

used to compute the upper bound), and 𝑤 (smoothing span for

EWMA; 𝛼=2/(𝑤+1)). As discussed in Section 5.3, the sensitivity of

𝐶 and 𝑤 is low; a range of values provide similarly good perfor-

mance. This agrees with the findings of [28] that the performance

of their algorithm is not sensitive to 𝐶 . Therefore, the ALM uses a

“moderate” amount of smoothing and sets𝑤=5 and 𝐶=5.

𝑇 is the time point at which the upper bound is computed. Larger

𝑇 values lead to higher upper bound estimates, therefore features

are eliminated more slowly. Using a larger 𝑇 value is more robust

against non-concave performance curves because when the slope is

small at early steps, the upper bound will still be high enough to not

eliminate the feature before its slope later increases. However, larger

𝑇 values require more compute power because a larger number of

features will be extracted and evaluated for more steps. Therefore,

our approach is to set 𝑇 to a small value (e.g., 𝑇≤50) in resource-

constrained settings. This may not lead to selection of the optimal

feature, but our evaluation shows that one of the best features is

still selected with high probability. In settings where resources

are not constrained, 𝑇 can be set to a larger value (e.g., 𝑇=100)

because there are sufficient resources to evaluate more features

for additional steps, and therefore allow the ALM more time to

attempt find the single best feature (though, using a larger𝑇 doesn’t

guarantee finding the best feature).

4 TASK SCHEDULER

The Task Scheduler is a priority scheduler that runs in the back-

ground and schedules VOCALExplore’s tasks on the available com-

pute resources. We consider a setting where there are limited re-

sources, so only a subset of submitted tasks can execute at once.

From Section 3.1, goal G2 states that VOCALExplore should ensure

interactivity and low latency in response to API calls. VOCALEx-

plore is intended to support data exploration, so it needs tominimize

any user-perceived latency because increased latency is known to

decrease user interaction [30]. Naive and lazy scheduling of VO-

CALExplore’s tasks results in substantial latency as we discuss in

this section (and show in Section 5). The goal of the Task Scheduler

is to optimize that latency without compromising the model quality

seen by the user whenever they make API calls.

The Task Scheduler achieves this by making non-critical tasks

asynchronous and performing just-in-time model training (Sec-

tion 4.1), and by eagerly performing feature extraction while the

user is occupied labeling (Section 4.2). These optimizations system-

atically target the principal sources of user-perceived latency.

Background. VOCALExplore has five types of tasks: feature ex-

traction (T𝑓 ), model training (T𝑚), model inference (T𝑖 ), feature
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Figure 2: Median task latency for early Explore steps. The

error bars show the interquartile range.

evaluation (T𝑒 ), and sample selection (T𝑠 ). Each Explore call cor-

responds to multiple tasks of multiple types: VOCALExplore must

first select a batch of video segments for labeling (this represents

one task T𝑠 per sample); extract features from the sampled segments

if not already available (one task T𝑓 per sampled video segment);

perform inference with the latest model (one task T𝑖 per sampled

video segment); collect the labels from the user; train a new model

(T𝑚); and evaluate feature quality for remaining features (one task

T𝑒 per feature; see Section 3.2). Additionally, if VOCALExplore

needs to sample video segments using active learning instead of

random sampling, it needs to sample more video segments than the

user-requested number and extract features from the extra samples

before selecting segments to return to the user for labeling, requir-

ing a larger number of T𝑓 tasks. T𝑓 and T𝑒 are the most expensive

tasks as shown in Figure 2, which illustrates the latency each task

contributes to a serial schedule when using random sampling. We

performed a sequence of Explore steps with 𝐵=5 and 𝑡=1 on the

Deer dataset (Table 1) and measured latency across steps 5-10.

Baseline. Let𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙 be the API latency of a call to Explore with a

serial schedule, 𝑘 the number of features still under consideration,

and 𝐵 the number of video segments labeled each iteration. With

some abuse of notation, let’s consider each 𝑇𝑥 to represent not

just the type of task but also the time to execute one such task.

We then have: 𝑇 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑜𝑚
𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙

= 𝐵(𝑇𝑠 + 𝑇𝑓 + 𝑇𝑖 ) + 𝑇𝑚 + 𝑘𝑇𝑒 for random

sampling and 𝑇𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒
𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙

= (𝐵 + 𝑋 )𝑇𝑓 + 𝐵(𝑇𝑠 + 𝑇𝑖 ) + 𝑇𝑚 + 𝑘𝑇𝑒 when

using active learning, where 𝑋 is the number of extra samples that

the ALM uses for active learning (Section 3.1). There are still only

𝐵 𝑇𝑠 tasks because we only must select 𝐵 samples (e.g., in Coreset,

we perform 𝐵 max-distance calculations).

The Task Scheduler does not minimize 𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙 directly. Rather,

we observe that the user spends a non-negligible amount of time,

𝐵𝑇𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑟 , labeling video segments after each call to Explore. The

Task Scheduler exploits that time to do useful work.

Problem statement. Let 𝑇𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 be the time needed for VOCAL-

Explore to return video segments to a user in response to a call to

Explore plus the time for the user to label the returned 𝐵 video

segments, so it represents the total time elapsed during a label-

ing session. The user returns labels 𝐿1, . . . , 𝐿𝐵 . Given a sequence

of calls to Explore, the goal of the Task Scheduler is to mini-

mize, at each iteration 𝑢, the user-perceived latency defined as:

𝑇𝑢
𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑏𝑙𝑒

= 𝑇𝑢
𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
−𝐵𝑇𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑟 , subject to maintaining good model qual-

ity. For the latter, given 𝑄𝑢
𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙

the model quality (measured by

any metric; we use macro F1 score) seen by the user for a serial

schedule at iteration 𝑢, and 𝑄𝑢
𝑜𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑑

the model quality with the

optimized schedule at the same iteration 𝑢, the Task Schedule seeks

to ensure that 𝑄𝑢
𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙

−𝑄𝑢
𝑜𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑑

< 𝜖 . In our system, we do not

start with a fixed 𝜖 but rather develop task scheduling approaches

that empirically yield a small 𝜖 value.

4.1 VE-partial strategy

Our first step towards an optimized strategy, VE-partial, uses

the insight that not all tasks are equally critical for providing a

response to API calls. Only selecting video segments,𝑇𝑠 , extracting

features from them if not already available, 𝑇𝑓 , and performing

model inference, 𝑇𝑖 , are required to return from Explore. VOCAL-

Explore hides model training latency by performing inference over

the most recent model that has already been trained. Similarly,

feature evaluation tasks do not block Explore; VOCALExplore up-

dates the set of candidate features in the background as 𝑇𝑒 tasks

complete. The VE-partial strategy makes model training (𝑇𝑚)

and feature evaluation (𝑇𝑒 ) asynchronous tasks, which reduces the

user-perceived API latency to 𝑇 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑜𝑚
𝑉𝐸−𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 = 𝐵(𝑇𝑠 +𝑇𝑓 +𝑇𝑖 ), and

𝑇𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒
𝑉𝐸−𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 = (𝐵 + 𝑋 )𝑇𝑓 + 𝐵(𝑇𝑠 +𝑇𝑖 ). The quality of predictions is

𝑄𝑢−𝛿
𝑉𝐸−𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 , where 𝛿 indicates how stale the model is.

The challenge the Task Scheduler addresses is to ensure that

𝑄𝑢−𝛿
𝑉𝐸−𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 is close to the quality achieved with the serial schedule.

Using a model trained many iterations ago (𝛿≫0) will not suffice

because its quality is too low. Scheduling a new model training

task after each new label is also not desirable. While this approach

ensures that 𝛿≈0, it results in a factor of 𝐵 more model training

tasks, which causes congestion in the task queue. This approach

also wastes resources because many models will never be used;

when 𝑇𝑚 < (𝐵 − 1)𝑇𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑟 , multiple model training tasks will be

queued and finish during a single iteration, but the ALM will make

predictions using just the latest one.

The Task Scheduler addresses this challenge using “just-in-time”

model training to minimize 𝛿 while still avoiding user-visible la-

tency due to model training. The ALM tracks user labeling time

(𝑇𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑟 ) andmodel training latency (𝑇𝑚). The ALM schedules amodel

training task after receivingmax(0, 𝐵 − ⌈𝑇𝑚/𝑇𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑟 ⌉) labels because
this ensures the model will be ready for inference by iteration

𝑢+1. When 𝑇𝑚<𝑇𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑟 , the ALM schedules a training task while

the user labels the last example (i.e., after receiving 𝐿𝐵−1), so it

makes predictions using a model trained with all but one label. If

model training takes longer than an entire exploration iteration

(𝐵− ⌈𝑇𝑚/𝑇𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑟 ⌉ < 0), then the ALM schedules a model training task

while the user labels the first sample. This model will not be ready

for inference by 𝑢+1, but it will be ready by 𝑢+⌈𝑇𝑚/(𝐵𝑇𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑟 )⌉.
TheVE-partial strategy reduces latency bymaking low-priority

tasks asynchronous, and it maximizes model quality by scheduling

“just in time” model training based on observed latencies.

4.2 VE-full strategy

The VE-partial strategy still has non-negligible latency due to

feature extraction. 𝑇𝑓≫𝑇𝑖 because feature extraction operates over

encoded videos, which requires expensive preprocessing, while

inference operates over already-extracted feature vectors.

This leads to the Task Scheduler’s second optimization: eager

feature extraction. Strategy VE-full eagerly schedules feature ex-

traction tasks (𝑇𝑓 − ) for unlabeled videos whenever the task queue

is empty. These tasks have the lowest priority, so if any other task

is scheduled while𝑇𝑓 − is still queued, it will execute first.𝑇𝑓 − tasks

perform the same work as 𝑇𝑓 , just at a lower priority. Initially,
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Table 1: Datasets

Dataset # classes Skew Train videos Eval videos

Deer 9 Skewed 896 225

K20 20 Uniform 13326 976

K20 (skew) 20 Skewed 1050 976

Charades 33 Skewed 7985 1863

Bears 2 Uniform 2410 722

BDD 6 Skewed 800 200

there are no unlabeled video segments from 𝑉 with features ex-

tracted: 𝑆=∅. The ALM randomly samples a set 𝑠 of unlabeled video

segments and schedules feature extraction tasks for all current can-

didate features, which results in a total of 𝑘 ·𝑠 𝑇𝑓 − tasks. When these

tasks complete, 𝑆 ← 𝑆∪𝑠 . The prototype sets |𝑠 |=10 to amortize the

cost of setting up a feature extraction pipeline across multiple video

segments while still completing the task within a few seconds.

The VE-full strategy has user-visible latency𝑇𝑉𝐸−𝑓 𝑢𝑙𝑙 = 𝐵(𝑇𝑠 +
𝑇𝑖 ) for both random sampling and active learning because the ALM

uses 𝑆 for both to eliminate feature extraction latency 𝑇𝑓 .

Quickly converging to a single feature (Section 3.2) enables the

most efficient growth of 𝑆 because the number of 𝑇𝑓 − tasks is

proportional to the number of candidate features. Growing 𝑆 is

desirable because it enables better active learning performance

(shown in Section 5) and reduces prediction latency. It still is in the

spirit of “pay-as-you-go” because the extra processing only happens

while the user is interacting with the system.

5 EVALUATION

We perform an evaluation of VOCALExplore. First, we show that

compared to baselines, VOCALExplore achieves a high F1 score

with the lowest latency, even while automatically performing fea-

ture and acquisition function selection (Section 5.1). Second, we

demonstrate the effectiveness of the ALM’s acquisition function se-

lection process (Section 5.2). Then we demonstrate that the ALM’s

feature selection algorithm picks one of the best features within a

small number of steps (Section 5.3). Finally, we evaluate the effec-

tiveness of the Task Scheduler to show that it ensures low latency

without hurting the F1 score (Section 5.4).

Implementation details. The prototype is built using Python

3.8.10. The storage manager stores video metadata, labels, and

model metadata in DuckDB 0.5.1 [36]. It stores feature vectors

in Parquet files, and it uses PyTorch [35] to train models. It uses

the filesystem to store and retrieve encoded video files. Videos are

stored on hard drives, while all other data is stored on the local

SSD. The feature manager uses NVIDIA DALI [5] to accelerate

feature extraction when a GPU is available, otherwise it uses Py-

TorchVideo [16]. In the evaluation we perform feature extraction

on the GPU, and the model manager trains linear models.

Evaluation setup. We conduct all experiments on a compute clus-

ter. Whenmeasuring runtimes, we request one node with eight Intel

Xeon Gold 6230R CPUs@ 2.10GHz, 61GB of RAM, and one NVIDIA

A40 GPU. This setup was chosen to approximate the memory, CPU,

and GPU setup of a “p3.2xlarge” EC2 instance on AWS.

Datasets. We evaluate VOCALExplore on the datasets shown in

Table 1. First, we evaluate on the Deer dataset which contains 10-

second video clips captured from a camera attached to a collar on

Table 2: Features used by VOCALExplore.

Feature Type Architecture Pretrained

R3D [45] Video Conv. net Kinetics400

MViT [17] Video Transformer Kinetics400

CLIP [37] Image Transformer Internet images

CLIP (Pooled) [37] Image Transformer Internet images

Random Video Transformer None

a deer [15]. We use a subset of the full dataset that we manually

labeled, which covers one day for a single deer. These clips show

six activities that occasionally co-occur: bedded, chewing, foraging,

grooming, looking around, and traveling. The activities are highly

skewed towards the “bedded” activity. We create 5 train/eval splits

by ordering the video clips temporally and taking every fifth one

to be in the test set. Results are averaged across these splits.

We also evaluate on subsets of Kinetics700 [44], which is a stan-

dard video dataset comprising 700 human action classes. K20 con-

tains 10-second video clips showing activities from 20 classes taken

from the Kinetics700 dataset. We pick classes that do not appear

in Kinetics400 to avoid overestimating performance for features

that are extracted from models pretrained on Kinetics400. K20 is

not skewed, however we introduce skew to create K20 (skew). The

classes in the skewed dataset follow a Zipfian distribution with

𝑠=2. The most common activity has 650 videos and the least com-

mon activity has 3 videos. We create 10 training instances of K20

(skew) by permuting the classes. Results are averaged across these

10 instances. We use videos from the Kinetics validation set for

evaluation, which is not skewed (even for K20 (skew)).

Charades [43] consists of 30-second videos showing 157 distinct

activities. For our experiments, we simplify the task to identifying

which of the 33 verb categories appear in each video.

The Bears dataset consists of 5-second video clips captured

from 19 camera traps in Alaska, primarily at night. The task is to

determine whether or not each video clip contains a bear.

Finally, the BDD dataset [51] consists of 40-second video clips

captured from moving cars. We extracted object detections from 1

fps using a Faster R-CNN model [29], and the task is to determine

which objects (car, truck, person, bus, bicycle, and/or motorcycle)

the 1.5 seconds covered by each feature vector contains.

Feature extractors. We initialize VOCALExplore with five can-

didate feature extractors shown in Table 2. We pick these feature

extractors to cover image- and video-based models with a variety

of architectures. For all of the features with input type “video”, we

use a sequence length of 16 (number of frames fed into the model),

a stride of 2 (gap between frames in the sequence), and a step of

32 (gap between sequences). For the CLIP feature, we sample the

middle frame out of every 32 frames so the feature aligns with the

middle of the video feature windows. For the CLIP (Pooled) feature,

we apply the CLIP model to every other frame from a window of 32

frames and perform max-pooling over the frame-level features. All

of the features have 512 dimensions, except for MViT and Random

which have 768 dimensions. We include the Random feature (which

uses the same architecture as MViT but with randomized weights)

to show that VOCALExplore handles low-signal features correctly.

Metrics. We evaluate model performance using macro F1 score

because it is a standard evaluation metric. The F1 score is computed
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Figure 3: Average F1 and cumulative visible latency (shown

with a log-scale) after 100 Explore steps. Coreset-PP in-

cludes the preprocessing time to extract each feature, and

each point for Coreset-PP and Random represents a single

feature. VE-full provides nearly the best model quality with

the lowest visible latency.

over the held out evaluation set after training a model on the labels

collected so far at each step. We initialize VOCALExplore with the

entire vocabulary that exists in the evaluation set so that it trains

models that predict all evaluation classes, even when some classes

don’t have labels yet. We evaluate latency by measuring the wall

clock time taken for VOCALExplore’s API calls to return.

For the experiments below, we simulate a labeling task by creat-

ing an oracle “user” that labels video segments with their ground-

truth labels. Labeling proceeds in a sequence of steps where we add

five 1-second labels (which corresponds to Explore(𝐵=5, 𝑡=1)).

5.1 End-to-end performance

We first demonstrate that VOCALExplore achieves the best balance

between visible latency and F1, as shown in Figure 3 (note that

latency is shown with a log-scale). This experiment executes 100

calls to Explore as described above, and wemeasure the cumulative

visible latency. Random and Coreset-PP use the serial scheduler.

Random performs random sampling over the videos, and we in-

clude a point for each candidate feature. All of Random’s latency

comes from making predictions over the video clips returned from

Explore because its sampling latency is negligible. Coreset-PP

uses Coreset sampling to select videos, and we include a point for

each candidate feature. The cumulative latency includes the time it

takes to extract each feature from all of the videos as a preprocessing

step. VE-lazy performs acquisition function and feature selection

as described in Section 3, but without the scheduling optimizations

described in Section 4. VE-lazy incrementally extracts features

from 𝑋 additional videos if needed for active learning, as described

in Section 4. The graphs show a point for each of 𝑋∈[10, 50, 100].
VE-full includes all of the scheduling optimizations described in

Section 4. This experiment simulates the user taking 10 seconds

to label each video clip, which is time VE-full uses to perform

feature evaluation, train models, and eagerly extract features from

videos. VE-full does not specify 𝑋 ; when the ALM switches to

active learning it uses the features that have been eagerly extracted.

VE-full’s model performance matches or exceeds VE-lazy with

a fraction of the visible latency, and its performance is close to the

performance achieved by the best combination of acquisition func-

tion and feature. VE-full beats the model performance of VE-lazy

on K20 (skew) because VE-lazy performs Coreset over a small

sample of videos (𝑋∈[10, 50, 100]), while VE-full extracts features

from more videos in the background, and Coreset performs better

over this larger sample. On the uniform K20 dataset, VE-lazy has

more latency than Random because it performs feature evaluation.

We discuss why the model quality of VE-full is lower than the best

Random point for K20 in Section 5.3. While Coreset-PP has higher

visible latency than Random, the difference is less on Deer and

K20 (skew) than K20 for two main reasons. First, there are fewer

total videos, so there is a smaller difference between the number of

videos processed during the 100 Explore steps and the number of

videos processed during preprocessing. Second, there is overhead to

creating each DALI feature extraction pipeline, so preprocessing all

videos at once is more efficient because it can use a single pipeline.

The optimizations from Section 4 could be applied to Random

andCoreset-PP to reduce their latency, however that does not solve

the problem of how to pick the correct combination of acquisition

function and feature for an arbitrary dataset. As shown in Figure 3,

model quality differs significantly across combinations.

5.2 Acquisition function selection

We now focus on the effectiveness of the ALM’s acquisition func-

tion selection, as discussed in Section 3.1. We compare against

baselines of using a fixed function: either always performing Ran-

dom, Coreset [41], or Cluster-Margin [12] sampling. VE-sample

picks between Random and Coreset at each iteration as described

in Section 3.1, while VE-sample (CM) picks between Random and

Cluster-Margin. Freq. also picks between Random and Cluster-

Margin but uses the frequency-based test described in Section 3.1.

For this experiment, we show results only for the best feature (Fig-

ure 5). We evaluate with R3D for Deer,MViT for K20 (skew) and

Charades, and CLIP (Pooled) for K20, Bears, and BDD.

We measure performance by both the macro F1 score of the

model, as well as a diversity metric 𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥 , which computes the

fraction of labels that come from the single most-seen activity

(see Section 3.1). A smaller 𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥 indicates that the user sees more

diverse examples, which makes the labeling task more interesting.

First, Figure 4 shows that Cluster-Margin (and therefore VE-

sample (CM)) always perform at least as well as Coreset and VE-

sample. Therefore, we limit the rest of our discussion to Random,

Cluster-Margin, and VE-sample (CM).

Looking at the uniform datasets of K20 and Bears, we observe

that Random produces models with the same F1 score as Cluster-

Margin. Therefore, it is unnecessary to sample these datasets

with the more expensive active learning technique. Looking at the

skewed datasets, we observe that using active learning boosts the

F1 score above Random for K20 (skew). We also see improved (i.e.,

lower) 𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥 metrics for the skewed datasets when using Cluster-

Margin. Therefore, it is useful to use active learning on skewed

data because it is possible the model performance will be improved,

and the user is likely to see a more diverse set of examples to label.

We observe that VE-sample (CM) matches the performance of the

best technique on each dataset by detecting whether the labels are

skewed and switching to active learning if appropriate.

Finally, we observe that using the frequency-based method for

determining whether a dataset is skewed leads to similar results

as the Anderson-Darling k-sample test, though it is slightly more

conservative and takes longer to switch to an active learning sam-

pling method. This can be modified by adjusting𝑚; we don’t show
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(a) Deer F1 (b) Deer 𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥

(c) K20 F1 (d) K20 𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥

(e) K20 (skew) F1 (f) K20 (skew) 𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥

(g) Bears F1 (h) Bears 𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥

(i) BDD F1 (j) BDD 𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥

(k) Charades F1 (l) Charades 𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥

Figure 4: VOCALExplore’s data sampling method yields mod-

els with the highest F1 scores and samples from a diverse set

of classes (𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥 , lower is better) across datasets.

Table 3: Feature selection correctness.

Deer K20 K20 (skew) Bears BDD Charades

𝑇 = 20 1.00 1.00 0.98 0.97 0.50 0.87

𝑇 = 50 0.99 1.00 1.00 0.95 0.69 0.92

the results to avoid crowding the graphs, but using𝑚=1.5 leads to

curves that more closely match VE-sample (CM).

5.3 Feature selection

We now evaluate the effectiveness of the ALM’s feature selection

algorithm. We measure the correctness (i.e., how frequently do we

pick one of the best features) and the efficiency of the selection (i.e.,

how quickly do we pick a feature). We initialize VOCALExplore

with the five candidate feature extractors from Table 2.

We first evaluate the correctness of feature selection. To measure

the quality of each feature, in Figure 5, we compute the macro

(a) Deer (b) K20

(c) K20 (skew) (d) Bears

(e) BDD (f) Charades

Figure 5: Macro F1 score when using the VE-sample (CM)

sampling method, which shows that the best feature varies

across datasets. “Concat” refers to concatenating all of the

features into a single feature vector.

Figure 6: Median feature selection step when 𝐶=5 and 𝑤=5.

Error bars show the IQR.VOCALExplore converges to a single

feature within a reasonable number of steps.

F1 score for each feature across 100 labeling iterations (using VE-

sample (CM) to pick video segments). It includes Concat to show

that concatenating all of the potential features does not improve

performance over the best single feature. Based on these results,

we use the following rules when determining the correctness of

feature selection. For the Deer dataset, we consider selecting either

R3D or MViT to be a correct decision. For K20 and Bears, we

consider any of MViT, CLIP, or CLIP (Pooled) to be a correct

decision. For K20 (skew) and Charades we consider only MViT

to be correct. For BDD we consider CLIP or CLIP (Pooled) to be

correct. In this experiment we use𝐶=5,𝑤=5. We discuss sensitivity

to hyperparameter values at the end of this section.

Table 3 shows that the ALM picks a correct feature at least 92%

of the time (excluding BDD) when the time horizon is long enough

(𝑇=50). When the algorithm picks incorrectly, it primarily picks the

next-best feature (e.g., one of the CLIP features for Deer or K20

(skew)). The algorithm selects incorrect features for BDD some of

the time because all features perform similarly until later iterations

when CLIP and CLIP (Pooled) start to perform better. Therefore,

despite the correctness measure being low, the F1 score achieved

is close to the best as shown in Figure 7e. The algorithm struggles

with Charades due to the noise introduced by evaluating with

k-fold over the large number of classes; correctness is ≥95% when

evaluatingwith the full test set as described at the end of this section.
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(a) Deer (b) K20

(c) K20 (skew) (d) Bears

(e) BDD (f) Charades

Figure 7: Macro F1 score when performing feature selection

compared to the empirically best- andworst-performing sam-

pling methods and features (excluding the Random feature).

We also compare against VE-sample and VE-sample (CM)

sampling methods on the best feature. VOCALExplore ini-

tially has poor F1 performance as it explores suboptimal

features but catches up to the best strategies within 30 steps.

The shaded region shows the IQR.

The performance over Charades with k-fold can be improved to

98% correct by using stronger smoothing (𝑤=7,𝐶=7).

Figure 6 shows that the ALM picks a single feature within a

small number of iterations. Convergence is faster when 𝑇=20 than

𝑇=50 because the upper bounds on the expected performance have

lower values, so features are eliminated more quickly. Even at𝑇=50,

features are selected within about 30 steps. We use𝑇=50 in the rest

of the experiments.

We also evaluate the model quality as the ALM performs feature

selection (VE-select). Figure 7 shows that while VOCALExplore

initially has sub-optimal quality as it explores features, it catches

up to the best-performing strategies within approximately 30 steps.

We compare against Best and Worst, which correspond to the

empirically best- and worst-performing combinations of sampling

methods and features (excluding the Random feature) to show

the range of expected values. We also compare against VE-sample

and VE-sample (CM) on the best feature (VE-sample-Best and

VE-sample (CM)-Best, respectively). We observe that initially VE-

select’s performance is close to the worst strategy because it has

poor-performing features as candidates which produce models with

low F1 scores. The VE-select curve exhibits an “S” shape, where

once it converges to a single feature, performance catches up to

the best strategies. While K20 does not converge to a single feature

until 30 steps, the model quality improves before then because bad

features are eliminated early. K20’s final model quality is slightly

lower than the best because it picks MViT 98% of the time, and

MViT has the highest quality when there are few labels but not

when there are a larger number of labels (as shown in Figure 5b).

Because we use a small 𝑇 value to encourage quick convergence to

(a) Deer

(b) K20

(c) K20 (skew)

Figure 8: Model quality and latency for VE-variants. VE-full

matches the best model performance of VE-lazy with less

cumulative visible latency (shown with a log-scale).

one feature, the ALM’s feature selection algorithm is biased towards

features that perform well in early iterations.

Finally, we evaluate the sensitivity of the hyperparameters. We

perform this analysis when measuring quality using the evaluation

set rather than performing 3-fold validation over the labeled set

in order to evaluate the behavior of feature selection under more

ideal settings. We find that the quality is ≥95% for all datasets

except BDD across a reasonable range of hyperparameter values

(𝑤 ∈ [3, 5, 7],𝐶 ∈ [5, 7],𝑇 ∈ [20, 50]). BDD’s selection correctness

ranges from 0.68 to 0.88 for all settings. The evaluation set gives a

more reliable estimate of feature quality, so the correct feature is

picked even with less smoothing and a shorter time horizon.

5.4 Task scheduler

Finally, we evaluate the effectiveness of the optimizations described

in Section 4 and show they enable VOCALExplore to match or

exceed the model quality of VE-lazy but at a fraction of the visible

latency. Figure 8 showsmodel quality and cumulative visible latency

across 100 Explore steps (note that latency is shown with a log-

scale). As in Section 5.1, we assume the user takes 10 seconds to

watch and label each video clip. The VE-lazy variants perform

feature and acquisition function selection as described in Section 3,

but without the optimizations from Section 4.VE-lazy (PP) includes

the preprocessing time to extract all candidate features from all

videos, which is necessary because the ALM does not initially know

the best feature. VE-lazy (X) variants perform incremental feature

extraction as needed when the ALM switches to Coreset sampling.

𝑋 indicates the number of unlabeled videos that have features
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extracted to serve as the candidates for Coreset. Larger 𝑋 values

have higher F1 onK20 (skew), and to a lesser extent onDeer, but the

additional feature extraction tasks increase visible latency. Finally,

VE-full, which uses all of the optimizations described in Section 4

matches or exceeds the F1 score achieved by the lazy variants but at

much smaller visible latency (∼1 second/step). VE-full exceeds the
performance of the incremental variants on K20 (skew) because

it extracts features from more videos in the background than the

values of 𝑋 we evaluated, so Coreset sampling performs better.

6 RELATEDWORK

Video querying systems. Current video querying systems such

as EVA [49], VIVA [38], and others [6, 10, 11, 24, 31] focus on

efficient execution of queries over the outputs of pretrained models.

Panorama [54] supports queries over novel labels using embedding

similarity, but it focuses on recognition and verification rather than

exploration and domain-specific model building.

Cloud vendor offerings. The large cloud computing vendors

offer video analysis services [1, 2, 4] that automatically index videos

with common objects, scenes, or activities. However, they do not

support users in finding examples to label to train custom models.

Data exploration. Current video browsing systems [21, 39] are

optimized for known-item search rather than exploration. Lancet [52]

combines active learning and semi-supervised learning. While VO-

CALExplore uses pretrained models to extract embeddings for unla-

beled data, Lancet jointly learns an embedding model and classifier.

This is expensive because embeddings must be updated when the

model is retrained. VQL [47] enables video exploration using the

outputs of pretrained models, however it assumes the model is from

the same domain as the target exploration. Forager [3] enables effi-

cient exploration and domain-specific model training over images

or individual video frames rather than video clips.

Zero-shot ML and unsupervised learning. Image-language

models capable of zero-shot inference over images and text have

recently proliferated, such as CLIP [37]. However, as we show in

Section 5.3, embeddings from video models outperform CLIP on

datasets where the labels cannot be determined by looking at a

single frame, such as deer activity classification. Thus far there

has been limited work to develop video-language models. Video-

CLIP [48] is capable of zero-shot inference over videos, however it

performs poorly on the datasets we evaluate on, achieving a macro

F1 score of 0.04 for Deer and 0.33 for K20. Given the low zero-shot

accuracy of current video-language models, it is necessary to imple-

ment domain-specific models. VOCALExplore could be extended

to incorporate unsupervised learning to leverage the entire dataset,

however current techniques for videos [19] require training a large

model and repeatedly extracting updated feature representations

from videos, which is too slow for our goal of an interactive system.

AutoML. VOCALExplore shares similarities with AutoML sys-

tems [20] as it supports training models by automatically selecting

a feature extractor and sampling data. VOCALExplore, however,

does not attempt to maximize model quality via techniques that

traditionally fall under the umbrella of AutoML such as feature

engineering [26, 46, 50], data augmentation [53], hyperparame-

ter optimization [23], or model selection [27]. Instead, it rapidly

produces an initial model with minimal user-perceived latency.

7 LIMITATIONS

VOCALExplore currently does not try to detect inconsistent labels

that could arise from differences between users. However, we ob-

serve that even when randomly changing up to 20% of the labels,

VOCALExplore achieves an F1 score similar to when all labels are

correct. We include these results in our technical report [14]. This

indicates that our techniques are robust to reasonable amounts of

noise and still pick good feature representations.

While VOCALExplore is designed for activity classification tasks,

it could be extended to support additional tasks like object detection.

To do so, it would have to solve two ML tasks: region proposal and

region classification. To obtain region proposals, VOCALExplore

would have to decide between using a pretrained model vs. training

its own with supervised data. Pretrained region proposal models

will not work well if the objects in the video frames exhibit different

“objectness” properties from what the model was trained on (e.g.,

objects in histopathology images have different properties than

objects in wildlife images). Therefore, VOCALExplore would need

to detect when regions proposed by a pretrained model are not of

sufficient quality and in these case train a domain-specific region

proposal model in addition to a domain-specific classificationmodel.

Once VOCALExplore can identify regions in frames that likely

contain objects, then it becomes a classification task again. Instead

of extracting features from entire frames, VOCALExplore would

extract features from just the regions of interest.

While adding additional feature extractors would not be required,

it may be beneficial to add models pretrained on object detection.

The task scheduler would not need to be tuned because it dynami-

cally schedules tasks based on observed latencies. Model training

and user labeling latencies will likely change, but the TS will adapt

by scheduling tasks more- or less-eagerly.

8 CONCLUSION

This paper presents VOCALExplore, a system that supports building

domain-specific models over videos. VOCALExplore automatically

determines how to select samples to be labeled and picks the best

feature extractor for a given dataset. It implements optimizations

to enable low-latency API calls while maintaining model quality.
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